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Abstract. A framework of decision support in table data sets with uncertainty is
considered, and the prototype of its software tool is implemented in SQL. We follow the
framework of the possible world semantics for table data sets with uncertainty, and two
kinds of rules, i.e., the certain rules and the possible rules, are de�ned. This de�nition
is simple and natural, but we are faced with the fact that the number of the possible
worlds may exceed 10100. Even in such huge number of possible worlds, the NIS-
Apriori algorithm generates two kinds of rules, because this algorithm is independent
from the number of the possible worlds due to the proved properties. The prototype
system takes three phases for decision support, i.e.,
(i) the rule generation phase for knowing the general tendency of data sets,
(ii) the aggregation phase for decision support from the obtained rules,
(iii) the aggregation phase for decision support from data sets.
It is possible to employ (ii), if user's condition matches the condition in the obtained
rules. Otherwise, it is necessary to employ (iii). The prototype system is applied to the
Car Evaluation data set (a table data set without uncertainty) and the Congressional
Voting data set (a table data set with uncertainty) in UCI machine learning repository.
Since this prototype is implemented in SQL procedure, it will easily be applicable to
any table data set on PC with SQL.

1 Introduction The data mining techniques a�ord to survey the instances in table data
sets, and we can know the tendency and the property of data sets. Rule based decision
support connected with such data mining techniques seems to be a very active research
area now. Actually, we obtain more than 7700 papers for the keywords `rule based decision
support' in Scopus, whose composition ratio is 35% for computer science, 24% for engineer-
ing, 13% for medicine, 11% for mathematics, 5% for decision science, 5% for social science,
4% for business and management, 3% for biological science, etc. In these papers, fuzzy sets
and rough sets seem very important. Some fuzzy frameworks are proposed in [6, 18], and
the rough sets based framework named Dominance based Rough Set Approach (DRSA) is
proposed in [4]. The authors in this paper also employ the rough sets and fuzzy sets based
frameworks. The �rst and the fourth authors cope with rule generation, which they name
Rough Non-deterministic Information Analysis (RNIA) [11, 12]. The second and the third
authors cope with fuzzy sets and DRSA [15, 16]. This paper focuses on rule based decision
support and its execution environment in SQL.

Even though there are a lot of frameworks on rule based decision support, our framework
of RNIA preserves the logical aspect. Namely, the core rule generation algorithm named
NIS-Apriori [12] is sound and complete for the rules based on the possible world semantics
[13]. Therefore, the NIS-Apriori algorithm does not miss any rule for decision support.
Generally, the number of the possible worlds becomes very huge, for example there are
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Figure 1: A chart of three phases for decision support environment in table data sets with
uncertainty.

more than 10100 possible tables in the Mammographic data set in UCI machine learning
repository [2]. Even though the de�nition of certain rules and possible rules is natural,
it seemed hard to realize a rule generator for them. However, the NIS-Apriori algorithm
a�ords a solution to this problem, namely this algorithm is independent from the number of
the possible worlds [11, 12]. Without such property, it will be hard to address rules de�ned
by the possible world semantics.

The main issue in this paper is to propose three phases (i), (ii), and (iii) in Figure 1.
(i) The rule generation phase: For two threshold values α and β, the prototype system
generates rules. We will know the tendency and the character of data sets. This phase
handling certain rules and possible rules based on the possible world semantics is �rst
realized by the NIS-Apriori algorithm.
(ii) The search phase for the obtained rules : For the users' speci�ed condition part ∧iConi,
the obtained rules τk : ∧jConj ⇒ Deck ({Conj} ⊆ {Coni}) are examined, and triplets
(Deck, support(τk), accuracy(τk)) are generated. Users decide one decision Deck from the
generated triplets by using support(τk) and accuracy(τk) (support(τk) and accuracy(τk)
are given in the subsequent section).
(iii) The search phase for the data set : If there is no rule with the same condition part, all
implications with the speci�ed condition part are searched in the data set. The prototype
system similarly generates triplets (Deck, support(τk), accuracy(τk)), and users decide one
decision Deck.

Remark 1 In decision support, we see that the validity of the implication τk is measured
by two values support(τk) and accuracy(τk). So, our environment tries to a�ord all of
information about implications τk : ∧iConi ⇒ Deck, i.e., support(τk) and accuracy(τk).
We do not strongly touch about what is the �nal decision, which should be �xed by users.

Remark 2 If the phases (ii) is applicable to the speci�ed condition part, the execution is
much faster than the execution in the phase (iii). So, the application of the phase (ii) will
be useful, however there may not be any rule matching the speci�ed condition part. Thus, it
is necessary to prepare the phase (iii). Even though the phase (iii) may take much execution
time, this phase responds all implications with the speci�ed condition part.
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Remark 3 Let us consider the following three cases in Figure 1.
(1) Let us suppose we need to have one decision under the condition A1. Then, we employ
the implication τ : A1 ⇒ B1 (certain rule, reliable), and have the decision B1. The validity
of B1 depends upon the validity of τ . This is an example of the phase (ii).
(2) Let us suppose we need to have one decision under the condition A1&C3. Then, there
is no rule with the condition A1&C3. However, we have the following equation,

(A1 ∧ C3 ⇒ Dec) = (¬(A1 ∧ C3) ∨ Dec) = (¬A1 ∨ ¬C3 ∨ Dec) =
((¬A1 ∨ Dec) ∨ (¬C3 ∨ Dec)) = ((A1 ⇒ Dec) ∨ (C3 ⇒ Dec)).

Since we can conclude A1 ∧ C3 ⇒ B1 from A1 ⇒ B1, we will have the decision B1. We
usually say that A1 ∧ C3 ⇒ B1 is a redundant implication for A1 ⇒ B1. This is also an
example of the phase (ii).
(3) Since the phase (i) takes much execution time, we should not employ the phase (i) fre-
quently. For the Chess data set (3196 instances, 36 attributes) in UCI machine learning
repository [2], we obtained 6 rules for support ≥ 0.25 and accuracy ≥ 0.6 by the imple-
mented procedure apri, but it took more than 1 hour. So, in the phase (i), we preliminary
employ the weak condition for rule generation, i.e., we employ the lower values of α and β.
Even though we may have a large number of rules, the phase (ii) is e�ectively applied.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes rule based decision support in
table data sets without uncertainty and that in table data sets with uncertainty. Section 3
investigates some procedures in SQL, and Section 4 concludes this paper.

2 Rule Based Decision Support in Table Data Sets This section focuses on decision
support in table data sets without uncertainty and decision support in table data sets with
uncertainty.

2.1 Rules from the Table Data Sets without Uncertainty In order to consider
rules from table data sets without uncertainty, we employ the Car Evaluation data set in
UCI machine learning repository [2].

Figure 2: Some parts of the Car Evaluation data set.
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Figure 3: Rules plotted in the plane by the condition support≥0.25 and accuracy≥0.75.

This table data set consists of 1728 objects (instances), 6 attributes: buying,maint(enance),
doors, persons, lugboot, safety, 3 or 4 attribute values for each attribute, one decision at-
tribute acceptability with 4 attribute values, unacc, acc, good, vgood in Figure 2. Each
attribute value can be seen as a categorized value, and it may be hard to consider means
nor variance in statistics. In such table data sets, we consider rule based decision support.

A pair [A, valA] of an attribute A and its attribute value valA is called a descriptor.
For a decision attribute Dec and a set CON of the attributes, we see an implication τ :
∧A∈CON [A, valA] ⇒ [Dec, val] is (a candidate of) a rule, if τ satis�es the next two criterion
values [10].

(1)

For two threshold values 0 < α, β ≤ 1.0,
support(τ)(= N(∧A∈CON [A, valA] ∧ [Dec, val])/|OB|) ≥ α,
accuracy(τ)(= N(∧A∈CON [A, valA] ∧ [Dec, val])/N(∧A∈CON [A, valA])) ≥ β,
Here, N(∗) means the number of the objects satisfying the formula ∗, and
OB means a set of all objects. We de�ne support(τ) = accuracy(τ) = 0,
if N(∧A∈CON [A, valA]) = 0.

For an implication τ1 : [lugboot, small] ⇒ [acceptability, unacc] in Figure 3,

(2)
N(τ1) = 450, N([lugboot, small]) = 576,
support(τ1) = 450/1728 ; 0.26, accuracy(τ1) = 450/576 ; 0.78.

Similarly, for an implication τ2 : [persons, 4] ∧ [safety, high] ⇒ [acceptability, acc],

(3)
N(τ2) = 108, N([persons, 4] ∧ [safety, high]) = 192,
support(τ2) = 108/1728 ; 0.06, accuracy(τ2) = 108/192 ; 0.56.

The support(τ) value means the occurrence ratio of the implication τ . If τ occurs much
more time, this τ is much more reliable. On the other hand, the accuracy(τ) value means
the consistency ratio of the implication τ . If the accuracy(τ) value is higher, this τ is more
reliable.

In Figure 3, we see τ1 and τ2 are located in the points (support(τ),accuracy(τ)) by the
support and the accuracy axises. We usually �x two threshold values α and β for de�ning
rules in each table data set. In Figure 3, we give α=0.25 and β=0.75, and we see τ1 is a
rule, and τ2 is not a rule.



2.2 Decision Support in Table Data Sets without Uncertainty If we need to have
a decision for the condition [lugboot, small] in the Car Evaluation data set, we make use
of the rule τ1 and have a triplet ([acceptability, unacc], support = 0.26, accuracy = 0.78).
Thus, we will conclude this car is unacceptable. This inference takes the phases (i) and (ii)
in Figure 1.

On the other hand, we consider the condition [lugboot,medium]. In this case, we do
not have any rule matching this condition and take the phase (iii) in Figure 1. Actually, we
have Figure 4 for the condition [lugboot,medium]. Probably, we will conclude that this car
is also unacc(eptable) due to the third implication in Figure 4. In Figure 4, the implemented
command srdf_con1 searches the Car Evaluation data set, and it took 0.33 (sec).

Figure 4: All possible implications with the condition [lugboot,med].

Like this, the prototype system responds all of information w.r.t. τk : ∧A∈CON [A, valA] ⇒
[Dec, valk].

2.3 Rules from the Table Data Sets with Uncertainty In order to consider rules
from table data sets with uncertainty, we employ the Congressional Voting data set in UCI
machine learning repository [2].

Figure 5: Some parts of the Congressional Voting data set.

This table data set consists of 435 objects (instances), 16 attributes: a2, a3, · · · , a17,
two attribute values y(es) or n(o) for each attribute, one decision attribute a1 with two
attribute values, rep(ublic) or dem(octat) in Figure 5. In the Congressional Voting data set,
there are 329 missing values expressed by the ? symbol. Of course, rules depend upon the
missing values, and it is necessary for handling rules in such table data sets [7, 8, 9]. We
have dealt with this problem in RNIA.
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We brie�y review RNIA. In a table with missing values, we usually apply the discretiza-
tion procedure, and we handle a �nite number of the possible values. By replacing each ?
symbol with a possible value, we have a table data set without uncertainty, which we name
a derived DIS (DIS: Deterministic Information System). Let DD(Φ) denote the set of all
derived DISs from Φ with missing values, and we may say Φ is a NIS: Non-deterministic
Information System. In rule generation, we employ the usual de�nition of a rule in DIS
[10], and extend it to a certain rule and a possible rule in NIS below [11, 12]:

(A certain rule in NIS) An implication τ is a certain rule, if τ is a rule in each derived DIS
for given α and β.
(A possible rule in NIS) An implication τ is a possible rule, if τ is a rule in at least one
derived DIS for given α and β.

If τ is a certain rule, we can conclude τ is also a rule in the unknown actual DIS ψactual.
(We see there is one derived DIS ψactual ∈ DD(Φ) which contains the actual values.) This
property is also described in Lipski's incomplete information databases [5]. In DIS, the same
set of rules are obtained by two de�nitions, so two de�nitions will be a natural extension
from rules in DIS. However, the number of DD(Φ) increases exponentially, and there are
more than 10100 derived DISs for the Congressional Voting data set. It will be hard to
examine the certain rules and the possible rules by checking each derived DIS sequentially.
For this problem, we a�ord a solution by showing some properties on rules [11, 12].

(4)

(Property 1) For NIS Φ and any implication τ , there is a derived DIS
ψmin ∈ DD(Φ) such that
minsupp(τ)(de�ned by support(τ) in ψmin) = minψ∈DD(Φ){support(τ) in ψ},
minacc(τ)(de�ned by accuracy(τ) in ψmin) = minψ∈DD(Φ){accuracy(τ) in ψ}.

(Property 2) For NIS Φ and any implication τ , there is a derived DIS
ψmax ∈ DD(Φ) such that
maxsupp(τ)(de�ned by support(τ) in ψmax) = maxψ∈DD(Φ){support(τ) in ψ},
maxacc(τ)(de�ned by accuracy(τ) in ψmax) = maxψ∈DD(Φ){accuracy(τ) in ψ}.

(Property 3) There is a calculation method of support(τ) and accuracy(τ), and
this method is independent from the number of DD(Φ). The details are in [12].

Figure 6: Each point for an implication τ is located in the rectangle area.



Figure 7: A part of the obtained certain rules satisfying support(τ) ≥ 0.3 and accuracy(τ) ≥
0.6 in the Congressional Voting data set.

Based on the above properties, we have the chart in Figure 6. In Figure 3, the point
(support(τ),accuracy(τ)) in DIS is unique, but each point in ψ ∈ DD(Φ) is located in
the rectangle area in Figure 6. There are more than 10100 points in the rectangle area,
however we can have two points by ψmin and ψmax independently from the number of
DD(Φ). Furthermore, we have the next properties for the certain rules and the possible
rules [11, 12].

(5)

(Property 4) For NIS Φ and any implication τ , τ is a certain rule if and only if
minsupp(τ) ≥ α and minacc(τ) ≥ β.

(Property 5) For NIS Φ and any implication τ , τ is a possible rule if and only if
maxsuppt(τ) ≥ α and maxacc(τ) ≥ β.

We added the above two properties to the Apriori algorithm [1], which is the represen-
tative algorithm in data mining, and proposed the NIS-Apriori algorithm [11, 12]. We refer
to the prototype system in SQL powered by the NIS-Apriori algorithm in the next section.

2.4 Decision Support in Table Data Sets with Uncertainty In the Congressional
Voting data set, we had 22 certain rules (with one descriptor in the condition part) for
α=0.3 and β=0.6 in Figure 7. They satisfy support(τ) ≥ 0.3 and accuracy(τ) ≥ 0.6 in each
of more than 10100 derived DISs. Especially, two certain rules [a5, n] ⇒ [a1, dem(ocrat)]
and [a5, y] ⇒ [a1, rep(ublic)] are very strong. If we have a person's answer to the attribute
a5, we will easily conclude his supporting party. This inference takes the phases (i) and (ii)
in Figure 1. We also had 26 possible rules (with one descriptor in the condition part) and
one possible rule (with two descriptors in the condition part) in Figure 8. If the condition
does not match any certain rule, we may apply possible rules. Furthermore, if the condition
does not much any rule, we have the phase (iii) in Figure 1.

For the implications τ : ∧A∈CON [A, valA] ⇒ [Dec, val] and τ ′ : ∧A∈CON [A, valA] ⇒
[Dec, val′], if maxsupp(τ) ≤ minsupp(τ ′) and maxacc(τ) ≤ minsupp(τ ′) hold, we have
support(τ) ≤ support(τ ′) and accuracy(τ) ≤ accuracy(τ ′) for any DIS ψ ∈ DD(Φ) (Figure
9). So, we will certainly have the decision [Dec, val′] under the table data set with uncer-
tainty. The concept in Figure 9 will be the extension from the concepts in Figure 3 and
Figure 6.

3 Rule Based Decision Support System in SQL This section describes each phase
in the prototype system. Each program is implemented in the SQL procedure.

RULE BASED DECISION SUPPORT IN TABLE DATA SETS
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Figure 8: One possible rule with two descriptors in the condition part.

Figure 9: The locations of the implications plotted in the plane.

Figure 10: The execution of car_rdf command and the generated rdf �le from the Car
Evaluation data set.

3.1 The Rule Generation Phase (i) in Figure 1: The Case of DISs In table
data sets without uncertainty, we at �rst translate each csv �le to the rdf format [17], and
employ the Apriori algorithm for rule generation. In DISs, we implemented the following
procedures in SQL.
(1) The procedure File_name_rdf: It translates a csv �le to the rdf format �le. (In Figure
10, car_rdf is executed.)



(2) The procedure apri: It generates tables rule1 (rules with one condition), rule2 (rules
with two conditions), rule3 (rules with three conditions). (For the constraint support ≥ 0.25
and accuracy ≥ 0.7, the procedure apri generated three tables in 9.99 (sec) for the Car
Evaluation data set, whose execution logs are in [14].)

In the rdf format, each table data is translated to a table of descriptors. In each table
data set, the number of attributes and its attribute values are di�erent, but we can uniformly
handle any data set if the data set is in the rdf format. Without this property, we need to
make a set of the SQL procedures for each table data set.

3.2 The Search Phase (ii) and (iii) in Figure 1: The Case of DISs Let us consider
the case that we need to have a decision for a given condition. The procedures srule_con1,
srule_con2, and srule_con3 are implemented for searching lots of rules stored in tables.
They are the commands for the phase (ii) in Figure 1. Figure 11 shows the execution of
srule_con1.

Figure 11: The all searched rules from obtained rules for the condition [persons, 2]. The
�rst line means the query and the number 999 is meaningless value. The second line is
picked up from the obtained rules.

Based on Figure 11, we know all kind of information for the condition [persons, 2]. This
search is restricted to the obtained table data, so it takes less execution time. However, if
the condition does not match the obtained rules, we have no information for the condition.
In order to handle such case, we consider the phase (iii) in Figure 1. Figure 4 shows the
execution about the condition [lugboot,medium]. Even though this condition is not in the
obtained rules, we will have a decision unacc(eptable) from Figure 4. This will be useful for
decision support.

3.3 The Rule Generation Phase (i) in Figure 1: The Case of NISs In table data
sets with uncertainty, we at �rst translate each csv �le to the nrdf format [17], and employ
the NIS-Apriori algorithm for rule generation. In NISs, we implemented the following pro-
cedures in SQL.
(1) The procedure File_name_nrdf: It translates the csv �le with ? symbol and non-
deterministic values to the nrdf format �le.
(2) The procedure step1: It generates tables c1_rule (certain rules with one condition) and
p1_rule (possible rules with one condition).
(3) The procedures step2, step3: They generate tables c2_rule (certain rules with two
conditions), p2_rule (possible rules with two conditions), c3_rule (certain rules with three
conditions), and p3_rule (possible rules with three conditions).
The execution logs of the Congressional Voting data set are in [14].
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3.4 The Search Phase (ii) in Figure 1 for the Obtained Rules: The Case of
NISs Let us consider the case that we need to have a decision for a given condition. The
procedures srule_con1, srule_con2, and srule_con3 are implemented for searching lots of
rules stored in tables. Figure 12 shows the execution of srule_con2.

Figure 12: The all searched rules from obtained rules for the condition [a5, y]∧ [a9, n]. The
number 999 is meaningless value.

Based on Figure 12, we know all of information for the condition [a5, y] ∧ [a9, n]. The
implication [a5, y] ∧ [a9, n] ⇒ [a1, rep] is redundant for two certain rules [a5, y] ⇒ [a1, rep]
and [a9, n] ⇒ [a1, rep]. In both cases, [a5, y] and [a9, n] conclude [a1, rep]. We will probably
have the decision value rep(ublic) in Figure 12. This search is restricted to the obtained
table data, so it takes less execution time. However, if the condition does not match the
obtained rules, we have no information for the condition.

3.5 The Search Phase (iii) in Figure 1 for Data Sets: The Case of NISs Let
us consider the case that we need to have a decision for a given condition. The procedures
snrdf_con1, snrdf_con2, and snrdf_con3 are implemented for searching tables with uncer-
tainty. In this case, we employ the same condition [a5, y] ∧ [a9, n] in Figure 12. Figure 13
shows the execution of snrdf_con2.

Figure 13: The all searched rules with the condition part [a5, y]∧[a9, n] for the Congressional
Voting data set.

Based on Figure 13, we know all of information for the condition [a5, y] ∧ [a9, n]. In
this case, the procedure snrdf_con2 searches the table nrdf, and it took 4.94 (sec). The
execution time is about 20 times longer than that of snrule_con2. For two implications τ :
[a5, y]∧ [a9, n] ⇒ [a1, dem] and τ ′ : [a5, y]∧ [a9, n] ⇒ [a1, rep], maxsupp(τ) ≤ minsupp(τ ′)



and maxacc(τ) ≤ minacc(τ ′) hold. This is corresponding to the case in Figure 9, and we
will easily have the decision value rep(ublic).

3.6 The Validity of the Implementation We have previously implemented the NIS-
Apriori algorithm in C and Prolog. This time, we employed SQL, because it will be di�cult
to use Prolog for the large size data sets. So, we had two independent systems, and we had
the same results by the two systems. The execution logs are in [14].

4 Concluding Remarks and Discussion This paper clari�ed rule based decision sup-
port on RNIA, and reported its prototype system. The de�nition of the certain rules and
the possible rules seems natural, however there is less software tool for handling them, be-
cause the rules are de�ned by all derived DISs whose number may exceed 10100. Without
e�ective property, it will be hard to obtain rules. The NIS-Apriori algorithm a�ords a
solution to this problem, and we implemented the prototype by NIS-Apriori in SQL. This
algorithm takes the core part for handling the uncertainty, and we applied it to decision
support environment.

Now, let us consider each phase of (i), (ii), and (iii). The phase (i) generates all certain
rules and possible rules, which have the characteristic properties. However, it is time-
consuming, so the frequent usage of the phase (i) will not be appropriate, and we need to
employ the lower values of α and β. In this situation, we need the phase (ii) much more.
If we have the large number of rules, the method to �nd the rules matching the condition
may not be easy, and we realized some procedures in the phase (ii). The phase (iii) will
be necessary to cope with the case that any rule does not match the condition. In table
data sets, the implications are located in the plane like Figure 3. On the other hand in the
tables with uncertainty, the implications are located in the plane like Figure 6 and Figure
9. The extension from Figure 3 to Figure 6 and Figure 9 is the key concept for considering
decision support for the tables with uncertainty.

However, there may be the cases like Figure 14 and Figure 15, where it is di�cult to have
a decision even by using the phase (iii). In such cases, we will need other criteria like the
type I error and the type II error in the statistical hypothesis tests instead of the support
and accuracy values. Furthermore, it is important to have the theoretical property of the
distribution of points (implications) with the same conditions and the di�erent decision.
Even though we consider that Figure 14 and Figure 15 express the rare cases, the next new
challenges are open for them.
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